
 

## The 37 Best Websites to Learn Something New ## Forget overpriced schools, long days in a crowded classroom, and
pitifully poor results. These websites and apps cover myriads of science, art, and technology topics. They will teach you
practically anything, from making hummus to building apps in node.js, most of them for free. There is absolutely no excuse for
you not to master a new skill or expand your knowledge or eventually boost your career! You can learn interactively at your own
pace and in the comfort of your own home. You can learn anything you want to know online. A complete course in game art and
game design for free? It's true, take a look at the resources section of the site to find out more. Complete courses in HTML5,
CSS3, PHP, or Python can be found in the resources section of this article too. The Learn Something New Everyday website
features one new topic every day so there truly is no excuse to stop learning. This is one of the greatest free education websites
in existence today. You can access thousands of videos that teach you how to code in over 40 unique programming languages
including Python, JavaScript, Ruby on Rails, and many more. You can watch hundreds of videos or follow a learning plan to
help you learn the material. This is an open education resource similar to Udemy where you can pay to study a particular topic
for a month, two months, one year or more. This website has thousands of free video lessons on HTML5, PHP, JavaScript,
Android programming and many others. The Open University is the world's largest distance learning university. It offers over
100 undergraduate and graduate online courses through its OU Online platform. You can learn anything from Philosophy to
Linguistics with this free education website. This is another free education website that offers hundreds of online courses. You
can learn computer science, business, art, biology, psychology and many more subjects through this website. You can learn
anything you want to learn with thousands of educational video tutorials on every subject you want to learn. This site focuses
mainly on web programming but it also covers other topics such as business and economics. This free education website has
over 50 great resources for learning everything from HTML5 to Python. You can follow an easy-to-navigate course or browse
the resources for any specific subject you want to learn. Not only are they completely free but they have a great collection of
videos and other teaching materials. This is an open education resource likelearntoday where you can pay to study a particular
topic for a month, two months, one year or more. This website has thousands of video lessons on HTML5, PHP, JavaScript,
Android programming and many others. This is another free education resource with thousands of videos covering hundreds of
subjects. You can learn all the basics of web programming with this website as well as many other things such as English
language, mathematics and psychology. This site has over 925 free video courses spanning over 60 different topics. You can
learn Python, iOS app development or Android app development through this website.
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